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Single electromagnetic sub-cascades in hadronic
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The Air Cherenkov telescope may be triggered by light produced by charged particles in the sin-

gle electromagnetic sub-cascade, which is a part of hadron induced shower. When image contains

photons from only a single electromagnetic sub-cascade, ithas similar shape to the gamma im-

ages. This effect results in the lowering of the gamma/hadron separation efficiency. The Monte

Carlo simulations shown that the fraction of events containing Cherenkov light from one gamma

sub-cascade in the total hadronic background depends on thetrigger threshold and the observation

mode
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Single electromagnetic sub-cascades as background in IACT

Figure 1: Falseγ and oneπ0 event

1. Introduction

It has been shown that one large Imaging Air Cherenkov telescope or system of two large
IACT’s, may trigger by Cherenkov photons produced by a single electromagnetic (em) sub-cascade
in proton induced shower [1, 2, 3] (see Figure 1). There is no physical reason for differences in
shapes of this kind of images and primary gamma images. The background from single em. sub-
cascades and oneπ0 events (two electromagnetic sub-cascades which are the products of oneπ0

decay) seems to be one of main reasons of worsening the sensitivity of the IACT experiments. The
results presented here show that even in case of three IACT working in coincidence mode one may
expect not negligible fraction of single sub-cascades events in the detected hadronic background.
All results presented here are based on Monte Carlo simulations.

2. Monte Carlo Simulations

The CORSIKA code version 6.023 [4, 5] has been used for the Monte Carlo simulations. The
standard CORSIKA code was modified to keep additional information about each electromagnetic
sub-cascade produced in the Extensive Air Shower (EAS). The simulations have been done for
the MAGIC site [6, 7, 8, 9], that is 2200 m above sea level (around 800g/cm2). The night sky
background (NSB) which was measured on La Palma [10], was included inthe simulations as well
as the Rayleigh and Mie scattering of light in the atmosphere (according to the Sokolsky formula
[11]). The four MAGIC - like telescopes was chosen as an example of thesystem of large IACT.
Telescopes were located in corners of a diamond with the length of sides 85m and diagonals of
85m and 147m. The diameter of each telescope’s mirror dish is 17 m. The total reflector area of
one telescope covers more than 230m2. 22 million of showers initiated by primary protons with
energies between 30 GeV and 1 TeV following a power law with a differentialspectral index of
-2.75 were simulated. The impact parameter was distributed randomly within a circle (radius of 1.2
km on the plane perpendicular to the shower axis) around the centre of thetelescope system. The
showers were simulated within a cone with an opening angle of 5.5o at a zenith angle of 20o and
an azimuth of 0o (showers directed to the north). For the primaryγ simulations (in total 1 million)
the impact parameter was randomly distributed within a circle of 350m radius with an energy range
of 10GeV to 1TeV. The differential spectral index was chosen to be−2.6 (which is the index of
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Single electromagnetic sub-cascades as background in IACT

the Crab spectrum for energies above 300 GeV or 500 GeV [12, 13]. The results presented in this
paper were obtained for a system of IACTs with a 3NN (next neighbouring pixels) trigger logic
condition and trigger thresholds: 2, 3, 4 and 5 photoelectrons (p.e.).

3. Results and Discussion

I considered three possible operation modes: the only one (mode I), the only two (mode II)
and the only three (mode III) telescopes fulfilled trigger conditions. Figure1 shows the number of
electromagnetic sub-cascades contributing to shower images versus the proton primary energy for
trigger threshold of 3 p.e.. Distributions of number of electromagnetic sub-cascades are wider at
low than at high primary energy in all investigated operation modes. For energies below around
200 - 300 GeV the majority of the registered images contains less than 5 sub-cascades. The only
falseγ and oneπ0 candidates may be images with a small light contribution (less than 10% of the
total SIZE) from the hadronic and muonic part of the shower (so called electromagnetic events) are
presented as green histograms in Figure 1.

The primary energy distributions for trigger threshold 3 p.e. are presented in Figure 2. Solid
histograms in Figure 2 present distributions obtained for both oneπ0 and falseγ. Dashed his-
tograms were obtained for all triggered events. One may see that falseγ sub-cascade and oneπ0

images correspond to the low proton primary energy in all observation modes.I have checked that
at trigger threshold 3 p.e. approximately less than 5% of such events have aprimary energy above
200 GeV (in all investigated observation modes).

Supposing that proton shower, which have an impact parameter larger than simulated limit or
the shower’s inclination angle of the shower in respect to the telescope axisis larger than 5.5o, can
not trigger telescope, one may estimate the expected number of trigger events, falseγ and oneπ0

events for energies above 1 TeV (upper simulated limit). The simple power law fit of the energy
distribution tail was used as an extrapolation function. For all investigated trigger thresholds and
observation modes, the fraction of falseγ (red lines in the Figure 4) and both falseγand oneπ0 im-
ages (black lines in Figure 4) in the expected protonic background was calculated. Additionally the
contribution of electromagnetic events (green lines in the Figure 4) has beencalculated. Figure 4
shows how these fractions depend on the trigger threshold. The contribution of single sub-cascades
events decreases with the trigger thresholds for all investigated observation modes. All possible
events, which are triggered by one telescope only, contain from 35% to 14% both fasleγ and one
π0 images at trigger thresholds of 2 p.e. and 5 p.e. respectively. The protonbackground, which
triggered two telescopes, has lower contamination of investigated single sub-cascades images - ap-
proximately from 30% to 11%. The same fraction calculated for last observation mode varies from
25% to 7%.

One of the fundamental parameter which describe the image is SIZE (sum of all signals from
pixels contained in the image). A few important image parameters (like WIDTH, LENGTH [14]
etc.), which are used to the gamma/hadron separation depend on SIZE. SIZE is also a crucial
parameter in the energy reconstruction procedure. As the shower may bedetected simultaneously
by more then one telescope, one may calculate an average SIZE per telescope. Figure 5 shows
this average SIZE distributions of both falseγ and oneπ0 images (solid histograms in the figure)
and trueγ events (dashed histograms) obtained from MC simulations at the trigger thresholds 3
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Figure 2: Number of electromagnetic sub-cascades which contribute to shower images versus the proton
primary energy for the trigger threshold of 3 p.e. Green histograms (on the right side) show distributions
obtained for images containing at least 90% of light from electrons and positrons.

p.e.. All distributions presented in Figure 5 are normalised to the expected number of showers
within 60 seconds of the observation. The Crab spectrum [12] was usedto calculate the number
of real γ events. The expected number of both falseγ and oneπ0 images was estimated using
the primary proton spectrum [15, 16]. The estimated number of both falseγ and oneπ0 images
strongly depends on the observation mode in all SIZE range - the lowest was obtained for III
observation mode. The ratio of both falseγ and oneπ0 images to that of primaryγ-rays from the
Crab Nebula direction depends on the SIZE bins. This ratio is decreasing with the average SIZE
for all investigated observation modes.
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Figure 3: Energy distribution for proton events (trigger threshold of 3 p.e.). Solid histograms show distri-
butions obtained from falseγ and oneπ0 events.

Figure 4: Fraction of the interesting events in the total protonic background as a function of the trigger
threshold

4. Conclusions

The distribution of the number of electromagnetic sub-cascades (which contribute in the shower
image) strongly depends on the proton primary energy. The occurrenceof investigated background
(falseγ and oneπ0) is mostly caused by low energy proton induced showers. Approximately less
than 5% of such events have a primary energy above 200 GeV (at triggerthreshold 3 of p.e.) in
all investigated trigger modes. The fraction of hardly reducible background is decreasing with the
number of triggered telescopes (from 1 to 3) at fixed trigger threshold. The proton background
(which triggered three telescopes only) contains 25% of false gamma and oneπ0 events at a trigger
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Figure 5: Average SIZE (per telescope) distributions for proton showers; trigger threshold 3 p.e. Histograms
are normalised to the number of events expected within 60 second of observation.

threshold of 2 p.e. which decreases to 7% at a trigger threshold of 5 p.e. In all investigated obser-
vation modes, the fraction a single sub-cascades (both of false gamma and oneπ0) images in the
proton background strongly depends on the average SIZE range. This fraction is much higher for
lower SIZES than for higher SIZES.
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